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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

Dear Reader,Welcome to the debut issue of TIMES Magayzine, the intergenerational queer magazine of
our time – and yours too! TIMES Magayzine engages discourse and discussion around queerness and
queer-related issues (read also as: life-related issues, because queers do pretty much the same things as
everyone else) as part of what may be perceived as ‘old’ news to some yet ‘new’ to others. Though this
magazine was originally intended for those of us who are budding young adults and those of us who are
eligible for full membership to AARP, I hope you will find something in this space that is educational,
relatable, or conversation-prompting regardless of age, sexuality, gender, or other identity markers.
Additionally, this magazine owes a great deal to Kimberle Crenshaw’s “Intersectionality and Identity
Politics: Learning from Violence against Women of Color” and its encouragement to apply intersectionality
to all modes of identity, as the issues and topics discussed here are intersectional in nature. This magazine
applies intersectional frameworks throughout its contents, especially considering that age, gender, and
sexuality are our primary concerns, although we do not shy away from including other markers such as
race, class, or caste (Crenshaw 484-85).
The idea for this magazine was born from the need to inspire conversation between and among some of
today’s furthest separated generations – where dialogue between young and old is almost unheard of outside
the traditional understandings of family. Unfortunately, this age gap is widened by some of the most
dominant representations of intergenerational exchange being rooted in dismissive attitudes – such as with
the phrases “calm down, snowflake” or “okay, boomer.”
These dismissive platitudes are tragic, because of the knowledge
we as young people can gain from our elders and vice-versa. With
this in mind, Audre Lorde becomes essential in thinking about the
effects ageism can have on the process of pursuing queer rights
and progress. In Lorde’s “Age, Race, Class, and Sex: Women
Redefining Difference,” ageism is deemed an obstacle between
where we are now and out ideal visions for the future. “By ignoring
the past, we are encouraged to repeat its mistakes…If the younger
members of a community view the older members as contemptible
or suspect or excess, they will never be able to join hands and
examine the living memories of the community.” Further, Lorde is
critical of younger generations’ tendencies to dismiss and
disregard the lessons held by our community’s elders, because we
are not able to listen (Lorde 290). This magazine endeavors to hold
a platform so that those lessons do not go unlearned and so that
dialogue can be instigated for the sake of the queer community’s
own progress - progress understood in a Classical Liberal Feminist
framework. In this respect, Maria C. Lugones and Elizabeth V.
Spelman also become critical pieces of the magazine’s mission in
that we want to let queer people tell their own stories using this
magazine as a medium of conversation and uplifting voices. “We
can’t separate the lives from the accounts given of them; the
articulation of our experience is part of our experience” (Lugones
18). I hope you feel at home here in the pages of TIMES Magayzine
Sincerely,
Isa Hussain
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THE LEGACY OF

STONEWALL
ON THE LGBT MOVEMENT

BY SALLY HEDDERMAN
Stonewall in Greenwich Village was a refuge for the queer community in NYC, and following the famous
Stonewall Riots, it was also considered the birthplace of the gay rights movement. Over the past 50 years
there has been so much change, both positive and negative in the area surrounding Stonewall as well as
within the LGBTQ community.

In 1953 President Dwight D, Eisenhower
signed an executive order which prohibited
federal
employment
of
homosexuals;
homosexuals were beaten and killed, and some
were even subjected to conversion therapy
which could include electric shock therapy and
even lobotomies that were meant to “cure”
them.
In 1952 The American Psychiatric
Association’s
diagnostic
manual
listed
homosexuality as a sociopathic personality
disturbance. It wasn’t until 2003 that
homosexual
relations
were
effectively
decriminalized nationwide with the Supreme
Court striking down the homosexual conduct
law in Lawrence v. Texas (CNN).

Two notable names out of the many who
were present are Sylvia Rivera and Marsha P.
Johnson. The two are said to be they were the
impetus for the riots. Rivera and Johnson
were both transgender people of color who
would go on to become key figures in the gay
liberation movement. The Stonewall riots are
often called the birth of the gay rights
movement, while this is not true it certainly
holds an important place in the history of gay
rights.
Knowing the hopes, dreams, and
aspirations of the people that were there at
the time of Stonewall is a good way to
understand what some people wanted for
their communities as well as what they
thought of as possible. On the eve of the
fiftieth anniversary of Stonewall, Masha
Gessen interviewed some of the gay rights
activists that she had considered her role
models when she had first come out, and she
asked them what they had thought the future
would be like, and compare it to now. Richard
Burns, told Gessen that at the time of
Stonewall there was not yet a concept of “the
holy grail was nondiscrimination laws - then
we’d be done. There was no understanding of
the duality between legal equality and lived
equality” (qtd. in Gessen).

On June 27, 1969, the same day as the gay
icon Judy Garland’s funeral, plainclothes
officers raided the Stonewall Inn and arrested
a few LGBT people on questionable charges.
Police raids on LGBT bars were common and
created tensions between patrons and the
police. Just after three in the morning on June
28, things turned violent; members of the
LGBT community were tired of being harassed
by the police. The riots lasted six days and
resulted in twenty-one arrests. At the time of
the riots, homosexuality was illegal in every
state but Illinois. (Grudo). The Stonewall Riot
was a culmination of pent of anger at the
oppression and abuse that the LGBT
community had suffered at the hands of the
New York City Police Department.
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Karla Jay told Gessen that, "We had much more radical hope. Our hope was that society
would have changed in a more dramatic way. I’m not talking about the legalization of marriage
- I’m talking about a society in which sexual orientation wouldn’t matter, because people
would view others as simply human beings” (qtd. in Gessen).

Image Source:www.nymag.com

Gessen calls Jay’s vision one of
“transformation and convergence more than
acceptance and integration” (Gessen).
In
“Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian
Existence,” Adrienne Rich addresses what she
calls
the
lie
of
compulsory
female
heterosexuality, which is the idea that society
forces women to be heterosexual and not
engage in homosexual acts or relationships,
saying that it “afflicts not just feminist
scholarship, but every profession, every
refrence work, every curriculum, every
organizing attempy, every relationship or
conversation over which it hovers. It creates,
specifically, a profound falseness hypocrisy,
and hysteria in the heterosexual dialogue, for
every heterosexual relationship is lived in the
queasy strobelight of that lie,” (Rich 304).
There were, and in many ways still are,
immense pressures to remain in the closet,
people risked their families, homes, and jobs
by coming out, and as a result many people
kept their sexuality hidden for years. This
vision at a time when it was illegal to dance
with a same-sex partner members of the LBGT
community were not hoping for legalization,
but simply decriminalization. Jay’s vision
exemplifies those in the LGBT community who
did not want to become part of the system but
rather have who they love not be a concern of
the government at all.
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Along with the memories of individuals who
were present at the Stonewall Riots, it is also
important to keep the event of the Stonewall
Riots present in mind. On June 24, 2016, the
Stonewall Inn became the first U.S. National
Monument dedicated to LGBT history. It is
important to remember the negative things that
have been done in the past and not ignore them
in the name of moving on. In remembering the
past and acknowledging the ways that the
LGBTQ community has been oppressed, there is
more opportunity to understand the movement
as a whole.
Additionally there is hope that
these things will not be allowed to happen again.
Charlotte Bunch wrote of the importance of
remembering the past in Not For Lesbians Only,
“It’s the gay-straight split that no one here wants
to remember - and I bring it up now, not because
I want to relive a past painful to all concerned,
but because it is an essential part of our political
history,” (Bunch, 221). The past shapes the
present, and knowing the past will make it
possible to know how we are here today and how
we include and exclude people within the LGBTQ
community and therefore keep the community
cognicent of the work that is yet to be done.
Gessen makes this clear in her article her belief
that there has been a disparate lack of focus on
marginalized members of the LGBT community
and that this was because of “the lack of focus on
economic justice, gender, and race” (Gessen).

moc.nnc.www:ecruoS egamI

After all these years Stonewall has become a
tourist attraction, and therefore, it has also
become gentrified.Some of the people it was a
refuge for, like queer people of color have been
pushed out of the area due to rising prices of
property. One discrepancy that is hard for some to
believe is that Stonewall was not just gentrified by
wealthy heterosexual white people, but wealthy
homosexual white people as well. This can be
difficult for members of the queer community to
grasp, because while white, they have suffered
under the oppression of heterosexuals. Peter
Moskowitz speaks to this issue in his article
“When It Comes to Gentrification, LGBTQ People
are Both Victim and Perpetrator”, Moskowitz
states that LBGTQ people have “sought refuge in
cities, fleeing the oppressive heteronormativity )of
the suburbs and the rest of the US. But they’ve also
directly benefited from gentrification and been
used as pawns by real estate developers to help
kick off the gentrification of neighborhoods and
entire cities” (Moskowitz). While white LGBTQ
people were desperate for safe places to live and
had worked with the police to create safe
‘gayborhoods,’ they also led to the harm of other
members of the LGBTQ community, particularly
queer communities of color. The process of
gentrification for members of the nonwhite
LGBTQ community was dangerous and harmful,
they were pushed out of gayborhoods and into
other areas of the city.
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In the 50 years since the Stonewall Riots, there
have been significant developments in the rights of the
LGBTQ community; these developments can be
attributed to those who believe that all people should
have the same basic rights - at least as far as
sexuality and gender is concerned. The movement has
been supported by both heterosexual and homosexual
people, there is some belief that in order for the LGBT
community to gain equality, it must be supported by
straight people as well. This is not held by all people,
however, there have been heterosexual people whohave
been helpful in creating change. Audre Lorde states in
Age, Race, Class and Sex: Women redefining
Difference, that “Our future survival is predicated
upon our ability to relate within equality,” (Lorde,
293). In order to preserve the rights of the LGBTQ
community, it is necessary that all people be able to
relate to the needs of the LGBTQ community and
understand that they desire the same rights that
many heterosexual people already have.
When looking back at the human rights battles
that have been won by the LGBTQ community in the
50 years since the Stonewall Riots, it is imperative to
think of the contributions of those who have struggled
to make what were once only ideals and visions into
realities - especially black and brown trans women. As
we have seen with the gentrification of Greenwich
Village and the erasure of trans women of color from
the LGBTQ movement, we still have a long way to go,
but, as long as we look to the past and learn from it,
we may be able to understand how to best move
forward and continue to make progress in the way of
equity and inclusion.
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Medical Mistreatment in
the LGBT Community

BY SALLY HEDDERMAN

For many people, trips to the doctor are not
a source of anxiety. For members of the queer
community, however, going to the doctor gives
them many reasons to be anxious. They are not
sure if their doctor will judge them based on
different aspects of their identities, whether that
be race, ethnicity, class, sexuality, or gender. The
medical field has historically marginalized and
discriminated against members of the queer
community and it still does today. The medical
field has long been fascinated with those who do
not fit into heteronormative society. Because of
this there have historically been many attempts to
discover what causes people to be ‘homosexual’ or
‘transsexual.’ Michael Foucault even attempted to
describe the process by which a person could
become homosexual in biological terms. According
to Erik Eckhert in a “Case for the
Demedicalization of Queer Bodies,” “with this
rhetorical speciation came an explosion of
theories on the biological origins of “the
homosexual” (Eckhert). By naturalizing the
species, the desires and actions of the homosexual
became biological facts rather than moral
failings... and because pathologization organizes
sexual deviation under the heading of natural
variation, legal retaliation against people acting
in accordance with their biology was argued to be
insensible.” (Eckhert, 2016). As a result of this,
members of the gay community came to be pitied,
instead of being treated as people who simply have
different gender identities or sexual preferences.
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Unsurprisingly, another group of
marginalized people in the queer community
are trans people. Many trans people suffer
egregious mistreatment at the hands of health
care professionals. This is exaggerated when
those in question are trans people of color, in a
study by Kattari et. al, on Racial and Ethnic
Differences in Experiences of Discrimination
in
Accessing
Social
Services
Among
Transgender/Gender-Nonconforming People;
“Black/African-American transgender/GNC
people
experienced
higher
rates
of
discrimination at drug treatment programs
than White individuals before other identity
variables were included,” (Kattari et. al). For
many trangender people there is an added
layer of discrimination in medical treatment
at the instersection of race and gender
identity. In their book “Trans Liberation:
Beyond Pink or Blue”, Leslie Feinberg recalls
countless times that she was viciously treated
by healthcare professionals.

“I remembered the resident who, while
examining me for strep throat, suddenly
shoved his hand down my pants,
shouting, “You’re a freak!” I remembered
the doctor who told me in a quiet voice
that the devil - not Jesus - had
encouraged me to choose the path I’ve
walked in life” (Feinberg, 80).

Time is a universal fact of life for
everyone, whether it be women who are
“running out of time” with respect to
childbearing, or queer people who are
running out of time in which to live their
lives proud and out. Many queer elderly
people fear the worst when they approach
an age at which they will no longer be able
to care for themselves. In the documentary
Gen Silent, The LGBT Aging Documentary,
LGBT elders speak about the stress of
finding safe places to live in their old age
because
they
are
afraid
of
the
discrimination they could face if they were
to reveal their sexuality. This fear and
desperation can lead to many queer elderly
people stepping back into the closet, in
order to ensure their safety and good
treatment when they have to be cared for.
Abuse of elders is more common than one
may think, and when one discloses that they
are queer it opens them up to more
mistreatment and discrimination. In an
article by Hilary Meyer, there are disturbing
statistics with regards to elder abuse: “In a
study of 416 LGB people age 60 and older,
two-thirds had experienced some form of
verbal abuse because of their sexual
orientation, while 29% had been threatened
with violence. Other types of abuse are of
particular concern to this population, such
as people threatening to “out” an individual”
(Meyer). In a study by the National Center
on Elder Abuse it is revealed that types if
discrimination that are experienced by
LGBT elders are not limited to verbal abuse
and physical violence, the listed types of
discrimination included in the study are;
“denial of visitors, refusal to allow same-sex
couples to share rooms, refusal to plave a
transgender elder in ward that matched
their gender identity, and keeping partners
from articipation in medical decision
making,” (NCEA) Isolation from loved ones
and partners is not typically the first way
that people consider when thinking of
discrimination towards LGBT elders,
however the effect would be deep, isolation
from the one you love, especially when the
time left in life to spend with them is short,
would easily cause deep depression.

The treatment that Feinberg suffered
was not singular in their life; it is shared by
many trans people and it is written about in
Julia Serano’s “Trans Woman Manifesto”
Serano writes “ as a group we have been
systematically pathologized by the medical
and psychological establishment… and, in too
many instances, been made the victims of
violence at the hands of men who feel that we
somehow threaten their masculinity and
heterosexuality,” (Serano, 547). Each time a
trans person needed medical care they were
faced with a choice, and if they chose to seek
treatment they were risking violence at the
hands of a doctor. This fear was present each
time they needed medical attention, and it left
lasting
trauma
and
implications.
“I
remembered every moment of humiliation I’d
ever experienced at the hands of health care
providers. That’s why I always made up a
phony nom de guerre and gave bogus ID to
emergency room staff. Get out with a quick
medical evaluation, a prescription and my
dignity - that was always my aim. Of course
that meant I’d never had any continuity of
care from a primary physician… Instead I’d
had to grapple with the fear that the malice or
contempt of the doctor or nurse would result
in poor or malicious treatment.” (Feinberg,
80). The abuse that Feinberg suffered left them
unable to trust a healthcare provider and like
many other trans people, everytime they were
ill, they simply waited at home, hoping they
would get better on their own. Not being able
to trust health care providers.

Because of the history of
discrimination, the queer community
has a great deal of mistrust towards
health care professionals. This fear
becomes amplified with age, and many
queer elders are faced with the thought
of what to do when they are no longer
able to care for themselves.
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Along with discrimination, the NCEA
study lists types of mistreatment that are
experienced by transgender elders, such as;
“physical abuse, denial of personal care
services,
psychiological
abuse,
being
involuntarily ‘outed,’ being prevented from
dressing according to their gender identity,
and refused admission,” (NCEA). The abuses
experienced by transgender elders and LGBT
elders are not exclusive to one or the other.
These Elder Abuse is not going unnoticed, it is
something that is being tackled by many
groups in different countries. Australia is the
first country to have a National LGBTI Ageing
and Aged Care Strategy. The Silver Rainbow
Project in Australia was formed in 2013. The
Silver Rainbow works collaboratively with the
government, as well as aged care providers and
services connected to that. According to the
National LGBTI Health Alliance website, the
Australian government announced the “Living
Longer, Living Better” reform package in 2012.
This included multiple LGBTI specific
measures. There are three main measures. One
is providing $24.4 million to assist older
Australians with diverse needs, and aged care
services
that
are
sensitive
to
their
backgrounds.
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These cover people that come from culturally
and linguistically diverse backgrounds. A second
measure announced it would provide $2.5 million
to support older people from the LGBTI
communities by providing specific sensitivity
training for people who work in aged care. The
third was an announcement that The Aged Care
Principles Act would be amended to include people
in the LGBTI community as a special needs group
in order to grant access to appropriate care for
their needs. (National LGBTI Health Alliance).
Queer people worry about their old age:
for those who may have become distant from
their families of origin, the question is, Who will
be my community and my caretakers? Will I
be allowed into a care home with my partner,
or will we be separated? Will I be subject to
exploitation, bigotry, disdain, or violence by
caregivers if I become frail, vulnerable,
confused? In short, queerness is a property of
both time and space, as well as of the
changing individuals who move through them,
and it is only through a simultaneous grasp of
these relative aspects that we can make
sense of the forms of heteronormativity in
health care delivery. (Heyes et. al)
If there is to be equal quality health care for
all members of the queer community the past
needs to be remembered, and the truth needs to
be acknowledged. It is easy to ignore the issue of
elder abuse and to let it continue. In order to stop
the abuse of LGBTQ elders and medical
discrimination of the LGBTQ community overall to
end, the elders of the queer community must be
listened too and the outcries of the LGBTQ
community have to be acknowledged, and change
needs to be demanded by those in and outside of
the LGBTQ community . As Audre Lorde wrote, “As
we move toward creating a society within which
we can each flourish, ageism is another distortion
of relationship which interferes with our vision. By
ignoring the past, we are encouraged to repeat its
mistakes,” (Lorde, 290). If the medical community
is going to end its discrimination against members
if the queer community, learning from the past will
help to create a better future. And a societal
change needs to take place.

What are queer young people doing now?
Queer and Trans Activism in Nepal

IN CONVERSATION WITH
RUKSHANA KAPALI
Rukshana Kapali is a 20 year old trans rights
youth activist at the forefront of queer activism in
Nepal and has traveled to lead workshops as a
prominent voice of a movement. She is a writer,
blogger, and activist who co-founded the Queer
Youth Group (QYG) and was involved in organizing
the first pride parade in Nepal in June of 2019. Her
work in Nepal includes policy level advocacy and
targeting young queer people to become a part of
discussions surrounding queerness. Too often
Western feminism is mainstreamed and centralized,
leaving feminist and queer movements in other
nations being homogenized in their goals, interests,
and analyses (Mohanty 327). Kapali is working to
make sure queer youth voices are heard within her
community where often binary trans people & nonbinary identities get stigmatized and referred to as
the third gender.

BY MAUREEN DUNN
TRANSLATED BY SALUJA SIWAKOTI
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Most information on queer people are
sources that she found online and written in
english, a form that is not highly accessible.
This inaccessibility perpetuates the binary
between Western feminism and the “Other,”
as if it is universally written (Mohanty 331). As
Rukshana Kapali states, online sources can be
extremely valuable when resources are very
limited in Nepal. However, there is often
meaning that is lost in translation. When
these resources are primarily heard from one
side, all other women and their differences
are excluded and silenced (Lugones and
Spelman 17). Her work in the QYG is working
on developing available LGBTQ+ resources for
a wider audience. She aims to localize
language and extend information for everyone
in Nepal.

follow
Rukshana's
blog @
https://whereloveisillegal.com/rukshana-kapali/

She leads workshops on inclusivity and
comprehensive sexuality education. Her work
in policy change efforts seem to align with
Lugones and Spelman’s theory of demanding
the right to move and act in accordance with
one’s own will by giving their own accounts of
the movement and its actions (18). Her specific
work is also helping people who are not in the
queer community move towards a better
understanding of the groups she is advocating
for (LGBTQ+) and guiding others to come to
terms with educating themselves on their
existence (Lugones and Spelman 23). Nepali
citizenship certificates only added a third
option, “other” in addition to “male” and
“female” gender identities where "other" really
becomes intentional othering of gender queer
people. Her work is significant for these
policies and pushing for diversification of
gender options in the citizenship.

This interview is especially significant,
because of her capacity to work to secure
rights and respect for the queer community.
Rukshana Kapali is also a very successful
example
of
youth
activism.
She
is
strengthening awareness and acceptance of
the LGBTQ+ community in Nepal and is a great
example of how people can take tangible steps
in a positive direction towards change.
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Tell us a little bit about yourself and the work you have been
doing?
I’m a 20 year old transgender woman from the Newar
community and grew up in Patan. Started reading about LGBT
really on the internet and didn’t really have answers to why I
was the way I was until I started doing reading and doing my
own research. I started blogging and feel kinda embarrassed
at the way I wrote if I look back now but that’s how it all
started.I founded Queer Youth Group (QYG) with 4 people in
2018- very much in its infancy- Organized the first pride
Parade in Nepal in June, 2019. Every 2nd Saturday of June is
being observed as Pride Day now. The work QYG does is policy
level advocacy because there are laws being passed and we
want our concerns being heard. Another thing we’ve been
doing is awareness- we targeted young people and organize
discussion series specifically for queer people; “Queer
movement and race,” and “Queer movement and ethnicity”
are some topics of these discussions. We’ve been working on
developing resources for LBGT because Nepal does not have
that many for queer people. Most of the info is online in
english and dispersed. We were asking ourselves how do we
devise resources and make them accessible to the wider
audience. I myself have published books, dictionaries in my
native language, Nepal Bhasa, even if these conversations are
basic they have to start somewhere.
How big is the community of people you work with? What’s
the demographic and age group? Do you have mentorship
from more senior queers?
QYG is especially really young, but we have other groups.
Queer Rights Collective (QRC) is where we have experienced
queer Nepalis (aged 16-30). There is another intersex rights
org called Campaign for Change. So all the activism work is
being done in collaboration or at least they are in
conversation with one another. QYG has 4 members right
now, but we’re trying to make it more established so we can
have a board and more people join.
Is activism one of many things you have been doing
simultaneously? How much time does activism occupy on a
regular day?
I could not continue or go back to academia after high
school due to the system's requirement to comply to gender
norms. Read my blog for more detail .It talks about
institutional discrimination towards trans people by one of
the two biggest universities in Nepal. I worked in an
organization called Sahaayam Nepal which focused on
comprehensive sexuality education (CSE) in school. We ran a
three day workshop on CSE to Grade 8, 9 and 10 students. Our
approach, curriculum, content and language was nonheteronormative and non-cisnormative.
19

Do you feel like the mentality of looking at someone
as young as you as less credible is changing both
within the senior queer and wider Nepali
community?

You’ve talked a bit about the challenges, but could
you talk a bit more about the changes you’ve seen
in Nepal in the past 5 years since you’ve been an
activist? What are some of the lingering
challenges?

Older people have to take me seriously. I receive
comments like “Bring a senior with you” in
government offices all the time. There are so many
articles about the gap between old and newer
generations of queers themselves too. Backlash is
inevitable, but senior LGBT activists too need to take
me seriously. We’ve been trying to localize
vocabulary of what it means to be non-binary.

It’s very long and complicated. Nepal doesn’t
really have laws to recognize us. In 2007 the
Supreme Court decided to include an option
addition to male and female. 2012- the term was
coined as “other” which I find very ambiguous.
There are many loopholes with the term of the
‘other.’ You can look the way you want and change
your name in a legal document like citizenship and
the Supreme Court recognizes that gender identity
is realized as people grow older and hence is
subject to change from what is assigned at birth.
But it all depends on interpretation and varies from
place to place. In my case I wanted and could
change my male name to female, but other district
offices will say you can change your gender but not
your name and so on.

How do you respond to “All these labels are
Western?”
I don’t buy that. International organizations may
have coined terms for what’s trans, but it is
applicable here. A concept was formulated, yes, but
our people have been fighting for the same for long
too. The West may not be idealized because
Christianity is not inclusive of all either. Yes, colonial
languages become the de facto lingua, and I don’t
have to speak about that. I have the privilege to
understand that language, but I have to be accessible
to people who don't. I also don’t think culture is not
subject to change. If we can learn from one another
rather than calling each other out, I think both sides
have equal things to offer.

Citizenship is treated like the only thing that
we need. I am always questioned and asked to show
so many documents in addition, but there are no
existing laws to support for changing other
documents as well. It gets all over the place because
it is dealt with on a case by case basis. *She sighs,
frustrated* Biggest achievement though- Pride
parade! which used to be celebrated together with
Gai Jatra, a festival that celebrates the dead. We felt
that it didn’t fit in with Gai Jatra and proposed a
separate day for Pride parade in June 2019, even if it
meant ten people would show up. We advertised
the event a few days in advance on Facebook and
some 500 people showed up on the streets of
Kathmandu which was so unexpected. Another
achievement: My grade 8 board exams certificate
had a photo of me wearing a wig although I wasn’t
able to change my name back then. The school
principal punished me, I got beaten up too. Years
later I was able to change my name in the
certificate. I used the same photograph and got it
signed by the same principal I was beaten up by. But
the fact that I am referred to as “other” still bothers
me, because I want to be called as the daughter of
so and so. But will be called the others’ of so and so.
I think this is dehumanizing.I’ve filed a case at the
National Human Rights Commission about this. But
the senior generation LGBT activists are happy with
the term of “other” so it becomes challenging to
receive that backlash.

How would you describe support from your family?
When I came out in grade 9 it was very difficult
but my parents were convinced eventually. Relatives
still say things behind my back, but I’ve learnt not to
let that get to me. My parents are tailors so it’s a
different world back home.
Currently, Kapali is completing a fellowship in York
called ‘Protective Fellow Scheme for Human Rights
Defenders at Risk’ at the University of York- 10 human
rights activists selected for 3 months to design their own
research). I don’t think my parents know half of the
things I’m saying because there is also a language
barrier.
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Besides the heavy stuff that takes up
most of your energy, what do you do for
fun or self care?
To be honest, I don’t even have time
to think about “hobbies.” As soon as I get
the time, I start thinking about writing
this article or reading this paper.. But this
is the fun I have I guess. It doesn’t have
to be luxurious or anything because this
is what I am passionate about, what I
enjoy doing.
Could you talk about the location and
your positionality as an indigenous
trans woman from the “third world” and
your relationship with the global
movement?
Of course the trans movement is
global, and I am fighting for similar things
every other trans woman is fighting for
irrespective of where she is.

I Have had opportunities to go to
international LGBT conferences and
see that the larger queer movement
and us here in Nepal are all heading
towards the same direction.Every
place has challenges but these vary
with social norms. What’s your
message to the young emerging
queers?I’m just 20, so I don’t know
myself, but I think I would say - you
as an individual understand your life
better than anyone else, so you
should really do what you want. I
think people should choose to do
what they feel comfortable with and if
“coming out” and speaking over the
media is not your thing, it doesn’t
have to. You can come out or stay in
the closet. You can choose to stay in
between and not be publicly visible
but always do what feels right for you
and not others.

Rukshana Kapali is raising the voices of queer people around her. Like Alexander
and Mohanty, she sees struggle, joy, and ongoing possibilities for understandings made
possible by collective work (560). The community created by her organization (QYG) has
collaborated with the Queer Rights Collective (QRC) and Campaign for Change to
converse with each other. She states that trans rights is a global issue that is seen
wherever she goes, making it a concern for everyone. This speaks to the theory that our
understanding of issues are not location bound, and the collaborative work in and
outside of the academy allows a maintenance of knowledge and spaces (Mohanty 562).
However by recognizing the complex links between location, geography of power, and
politics of knowledge production, we can be attentive to the kinds of work being done
and the context in which they take place (Mohanty 562).
Youth activist Rukshana Kapali has become an inspiring voice for people in the
LGBTQ+ community as a prominent figure in queer activism. She has mentioned that
she believes in expending the energy and stepping up as a young queer activist because
someone has to do it, and she has the ability. She is giving people the information and
opportunity that she had gotten because she was able to read English. Her political
mobilization is working to break down barriers she has encountered with senior
generations. The laws and provisions established by older generations are not only
discriminatory, but also cause torment for transgender, third gender, and non binary
people in Nepal (Kapali).
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The activism taking place is that of leading one’s life rather than being led
through it (Lugones and Spelman 18). Rukshana Kapali is taking a stand for
people in the LGBTQ+ community by initiating movements and campaigns in
Nepal against the confining structures in place. She is fighting to challenge the
set narratives put in place by people before her. She is a positive role model for
young and old queer people in Nepal who have been denied rights, visibility, and
expression. Similar to Lugones and Spelman, her actions are also calling for
genuine reciprocal dialogue taking place between “outsiders” and “insiders” in
order to voice concerns (21).
She uses her writing to spread these understandings and ideas. Rukshana
Kapali’s blog covers areas of concern such as gender and sexuality, gender and
sexual minorities’ rights, Newa movement, indigenous people and ethnic groups,
#SaveNepaValley initiation, comprehensive development, heritage issues, Nepal
Bhasa, language rights, linguistics, minority groups, and body Image and body
shaming. She has written articles discussing these topics and sharing their
importance. Rukshana Kapali is continuing to support the queer community by
making resources accessible, starting the annual Pride Parade/Day in Nepal,
leading discussions with young queer people, and advocating for them in public
policy. She is encouraging young people to get involved and express themselves
within their comfort level.
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ACROSS THE
AGES

by maureen dunn

I had never really heard about queer intergenerational relationships
growing up, let alone actually experienced one, which forced me to wonder
what generation had been missing out on. How many of us have actually had
the opportunity (intentional or not) to learn from a queer senior or mentor?
People in academia, specifically feminist and queer studies, may have the
opportunity to learn from older queers through interpersonal connections.
However, not everyone has the opportunity to work within ‘The Academy.’
Outside of traditional higher education, however, many people, young and
old, are still trying to generate these intergenerational relationships and
knowledge accumulation through active work being done within and near
their own communities. No matter where you go within the LGBTQ+ or queer
communities, you will find queer youth who are ready to be mentored by
queer adults and elders; naturally, you will also find queer adults and elders
who are ready to join and follow youth leadership and initiatives.

Issues and claims regarding equality in the queer community are mostly
centered around, and advocated for, middle-aged white men (Paulick 12). In
reality, discrimination based on sexual and gender orientation is affecting
everyone in complex ways and considers many variables such as race, class,
religion, and geographic location. Neither queer adults nor queer youth are a
homogenous, collective group, which is why sharing stories and experiences
of oppression are an extremely appropriate and productive way to bridge the
gap between individuals. The LGBTQ+ issues and injustices that this article
primarily discusses cannot be separated from conversations of race, class,
(dis)ability, or other social and economic markers that intersect with age. For
example, citizenship and immigration status can have compounding impacts
on dialogue among age and queer groups as transitory lifestyles can infringe
on intergenerational (queer) relationships (Vanderbeck). By focusing on the
intersection between queerness and age, we can analyze relationships in
order to create a safe queer space. A report done in Europe studied the social
exclusion of LGBTQ+ youth. While there are social exclusions across the
board that affect queers, the report highlights issues such as economic and
emotional dependence on parents and adults, a lack of resources, support,
and role models.
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It also calls attention to youth being
silenced, ignored, rejected by friends and
family, struggling with school culture,
adequate teacher training, and lack of
representation in school material (Paulick 12).
Compared to issues facing older people in the
older queer community (65 years old and
older),
it
becomes
clearer
what
intergenerational relationships can do.
The same report found that problems
facing elderly queer people are social isolation
and poor support networks. People in the
LGBTQ+
community
face
age-specific
challenges and circumstances. The report
started conversations between teens and
people over the age of 65 to discuss issues for
queer communities and in their individual
lives. They agreed upon a common
vulnerability regarding dependence. While
youth are more dependent on family members
and teachers, elders are dependent on family
and caretakers (Paulick 19). Both groups
struggle with coming out, fearing rejection
from their parents or from long-standing
friendships and relationships, respectively.
Young queers are subjugated to high risks of
mental
health
problems
while
their
personalities develop, while older LGBTQ+
identifying people may experience mental
health issues if they have led a closeted life or
are isolated due to their sexuality or gender
identity. Both age groups face institutional
discrimination, whether in education systems
or residential homes and health care
providers.

The extent of age segregation varies
considerably, and is differentiated by those
intersections. A lack of interaction perpetuates
age-related stereotypes. While older LGBTQ+
identifying people typically view youth as radical,
and younger LGBTQ+ folks perceive their elders
as being out of touch, groups like SAGE (Senior
Action in a Gay Environment, Inc.) work against
these barriers (Russel and Bohan 2). SAGE has
verbal and nonverbal communications between
seniors and teens of the queer community. It
brought out barriers that would otherwise further
disconnect the age groups. For example, older
generations admitted to having difficulty with
gender identity and pronouns because even
coming out with one’s sexual identity was difficult
for them to come to terms with (Kling 3). Their
movement
workshops
promoted
positive
collaboration and dialogues. Intergenerational
work has the mission of not just being a sessional
activity, but a way of life that is age-inclusive.

Participants of intergenerational dialogue
have reported that it creates the space and
opportunity for mutual learning and an
exchange of experiences (Paulick 23). Queer
youth have the ability to let go of their fears of
growing old once they find positive role
models and exchange stories. Older queer
people can learn from the youth’s confidence
and energy, as well as challenge their
perception that there is nothing more to learn
in life (Paulick 23). People of different ages in
the LGBTQ+ community may also discover
that their perspective issues are similar and
share
a
common
ground.
This
is
demonstrated from conversations reported
on the identical importance of coming out as
being older as it is for the youth.
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Perceived barriers of these
intergenerational dialogues consist of one side
having age prejudices, being perceived as
invisible, and lacking a common ground. The
report, as well as groups such as SAGE, found
that these barriers aren’t as prominent or fixed
as people expected. A related critique of
intergenerational relations is the power
dynamics created between adults and
youth/elders. Once increasingly controlled
and restricted physically, socially, culturally,
and psychologically, the youth are segregated
to socialize primarily with members of the
same
age
(Vanderbeck).
By
having
conversations on all ends of the age spectrum,
it helps eliminate age hierarchy. Segregation
among generations can contribute to and
reinforce ageist sentiments (Vanderbeck). This
emphasizes the need for continuous work and
conversations across generations outside the
household, and giving people in the queer
community natural spaces to meet and
converse.

Queer people who were out in the 1930s1950s did not benefit from the type of queer
activism that currently exists. Before the 1980s,
being queer meant being a “diseased pariah,”
resulting in elder’s hesitancy to come out as
result of the time they grew up in. However,
they have important lessons to teach about
survival and resistance (Vanderbeck).

Since the 1990s, as queer Americans (now
adults)
felt
more
comfortable
rejecting
homophobic and transphobic notions in society,
they began to feel more open and honest about
their lives and core identities (Lugg 80). This has
paved the way for legal and institutional progress
for the youth. As discussed, younger queers have
their challenges, but they are best understood in
the context of the generations before them. For
example, for more than thirty years, feminists
have been theorizing to dismantle the operations
of gender in society (Halberstam 493). While it’s
not universally accepted, people have gone to
great lengths to revise the gendered bathroom
system. For an issue that has existed for
generations, it has finally become more common
for young people to advocate for gender-neutral
and all gender bathrooms in colleges and
universities across America. Gender deviance
discussed by Judith Halberstam lacks support
from adults and elders which is causing
suppression of people’s expression. The author
states, “we do not name and notice new genders
because as a society we are committed to
maintaining a binary gender system,” which
actively excludes different genders (497). With
motivations for age and gender inclusivity,
previous generations expect youth initiatives to
carry into workforces and other institutions.
However, an over-reliance on the youth/adult
binary must be examined and cautioned as youth
groups organize around the category of youth in
understanding the present (Vanderbeck).
Expanding intergenerational dialogue goes
further to foster positive identity development as
well as positive impact on queer communities
and movements. Without the loss of knowledge
and experiences, current activists may think
beyond their generation and productively use
histories to create a better continuity in the
movement. The report found that it was
emotionally and spiritually beneficial and
refreshing to share and not only gain knowledge
from the dialogue (Paulick 24).
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Different aged people in queer
communities found it empowering to see that
they weren’t alone, and they shared
problems, issues, challenges, and desires.
Creating a flourishing society means tackling
the ageist distortions that intrude on our
vision. The younger and older members of
queer communities have the opportunity to
join forces and examine living memories as
an important social tool for everyone (Lorde
290). The best way to insure that past
mistakes aren’t repeated, is to properly learn
from the past, pass on what we know, and be
able to listen. Audre Lorde also discusses the
significance of the “Generation Gap,” and
how it leads to historical amnesia that is
destructive for everyone (290). The ability of
LGBTQ+ youth to gain from previous
generations necessitates their willingness to
acknowledge the common grounds that link
them, and value both the differences and
similarities differentiated by age and history
(Russel and Bohan 7).
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Because everyone is in some way a
product of their time, every generation
believes they need to generate the next big
radical move. Each generation may assume
what others want or need due to presentism.
Intergenerational relationships and
dialogues challenge this static thought
process and allow for younger queer people
to learn and work with historical experiences
to hear everyone’s voices and continue
movements rather than start everything from
scratch themselves, and vice versa with
adults and elders. Older LGTBQ+ people
have the ability to inspire and teach the
youth how to fight the battles that are
ongoing even today, and the youth can learn
from past successes and failures. Bridging
conversations between youth and elders
sheds light on the more vulnerable ages in
society, and establishes crucial networks that
can be used to their fullest potential moving
forward.
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